CD8 T-cells are not essential for the induction of "low-dose" oral tolerance.
To examine whether CD8 T-cells are essential for the induction of "low-dose" oral tolerance, we tested animals deficient in CD8 T-cells, i.e., Lewis rats in which CD8 cells were eliminated by injections of specific antibodies and beta 2m(-/-) mice in which the CD8 cells are scarce and poorly functional. Oral tolerance was induced in the rats by repeated feedings with the uveitogenic retinal S-antigen, while in the mice the fed antigen was ovalbumin. Feeding reduced in both species the specific cellular immune response, measured by the lymphocyte proliferation assay. In the rats, this treatment also inhibited the development of the inflammatory eye disease, experimental autoimmune uveoretinitis. In addition, the levels of specific antibodies in the fed animals were moderately lower than those in their controls. Both the CD8-depleted rats and the beta 2m(-/-) mice resembled their normal controls in demonstrating reduced immune responses following feeding with the corresponding antigen. This observation thus indicates that CD8 T-cells are not essential for the induction of low-dose oral tolerance.